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Grizzly den tent

Ad Id: 2009197368799959 Views: 469 Price: Large camping tent 10 x12 ft printed, Height 6 feet or more, in good condition, great for family camping or for those who prefer more space while camping. Complete with everything needed to use this tent, front and rear entry with zip screen, to side zip screen,
two top zip screens, two built in pocket for storage, including tent pegs, rain flies and all poles. Quite easy to set up with 2 people. My wife died last year and I recently camped out on my own and the tent is bigger than I need now and it's hard for me to set myself up. Large family tent sleeps up to 8
people. Two bay windows create a more livable space. Specially designed for excellent ventilation. This durable family tent has two large bay windows and. Two large mesh roof panels with interior zipper covers for ventilation. Built from polyurethane-coated dry-tanium nylon. Taffeta fabric, this dome-style
tent features waterproof gobedry. Protection and stitches are pasted to block moisture and prevent leakage. Dryfloor waterproof body design enhances floor seams to keep out. Rain skirts are designed with dry-guard technology to fend off rain. The curtain divider lets you create two separates. Front and
rear doors d for easy entry. Fiberglass poles are color-coded for easy setup. Tent with fast release sr-buckle system for quick and easy tension. Includes an overhead gear loft, four large net storage. Pockets, reflective guidelines, camp for easy and comfortable. Cable parts, and removable welcome
mats/mud. Sturdy polyester wheeled carry bag with pack ez. System and separate sacks for poles and pegs. Size 10′l x 12′w x 80h. Item Guide Series Grizzly Den 8 Person Family Tent on sale since Tuesday, December 17, 2013. This item is in the category Sporting Goods\Outdoor Sports\Camping
&amp;amp; Hiking\Tents &amp;amp; Canopies\Tents. The seller is byondauto001 and is located in Saint Paul, Minnesota. This item can only be shipped to Mexico. The latest search den 8 reviewsguide series tent model GMT-1210A Grizzly Den 8gardner grizzly den 8 man tent Editor's Note: When you
see these three dots surrounded by a gray rectangle - 1 - you can click on it to get more information on the topic. Click the second time, and the message is missing. From a Quiet Childhood to a Brave Explorer (ok, probably not) I grew up in a small town in southern New Mexico. My parents were
Nebraskans, born and raised. Their idea of a hike is to drive to a picnic area in the region, have lunch at a picnic table, and then level path for fifteen minutes or more. They are not accustomed to steep trails, mountains or thick forests, never mind bears and cougars. When I got married, my husband was
much more interested and experienced with outdoor activities. When I joined him for some of this My learning curve is high. We moved to Prince George, British Columbia, in 1973, and lived there for 28 years. Located in the geographical center of the province, the hotel is surrounded by mountains,
forests and scenic hiking trails. It didn't take long for us to know that the greatest benefit of living in the area was going out and enjoying the wilderness. We've done some camping trips and canoes when we stayed in Ottawa. At Prince George's, we have many of the same options, depending on the
season: hiking, camping, backpacking, canoeing, cross-country skiing, snowshoeing. We were never interested in the motorized version of travelling through the bush, but we quickly learned places to go and we were eager to try the popular hiking and ski trails. Of all the trips we did, the hike to Grizzly
Den was probably the most memorable. It was one of two big hikes we took with a big, heavy backpack as well as an overnight tent experience. To learn about our backpacking trips and other prime tents in Alberta, and one overnight canoe trip in Quebec, see Two Outdoor Adventures. Sugarbowl —
Grizzly Den Provincial Park At the beginning of the climb – I walked through beautiful meadows at the beginning of the trail. Sugarbowl — Grizzly Den Provincial Park is located on Highway 16 about 95 km east of Prince George' s, British Columbia, and includes an area known as the Grand Canyon of the
Fraser. The park protects some old cedar-hemlock growth, and provides habitat for grizzly bears, martins and caribou. ... The area includes a developed track system that offers popular alpine backcountry recreational opportunities.... 2 To arrive at the Grizzly Den Trailhead, we traveled east along
Highway 16 to Hungary Creek (about 90 km from Yellowhead Bridge in Prince George' s). Less than a kilometre past Hungaria Creek, there is a road called Hungary Creek Forest Road. One followed that path about 13 kilometres where the Grizzly Den Trailhead car park could be found. Our ascent was
to be two days - until the first day, sleeping at the top, and back through Lake Raven the next day. We'll bring a heavy package - food for two days, a change of clothes, our tent (big enough for three people), first aid, cooking utensils, sleeping bags, and everything that might be needed on a two-day hike.
Although there are cabins for hikers and skiers at Grizzly Den, one is expected to be ready to stay in a tent if the cabin is already occupied. We plan to use our tent, regardless of who might be in the cabin. Climb to Grizzly Den Trail up to Grizzly Den through spruce balm forests, wet meadows, pastures,
pastures river, and then climb at 1050 meters (3,500 feet) to the Grizzly Den cabin. From the cabin, one climbed another 600 meters (2,000 feet) to reach the summit and cairn. This is an increase of two to three hours and may be longer if you are you carry a heavy bag. If you try a day hike, it is possible
to go up and down in one day. When we started climbing, we found snow on the trail. But it was a nice spring day, and it didn't take long to get warm. We hiked this trail with friends - husband and wife, their two teenage sons, and their Norwegian elkhound named Heidi. The first part of the trail is along the
level terrain through a thin forest, but quite immediately a steeper climb begins. My husband and I both brought a large package, and our ten-year-old son was with us, also carrying a small pack. We started earlier in the day. There were seven of us and it didn't take long for us to develop enough space
between us. Everyone goes at their own pace, checks the scenery now and then and enjoys the view. After climbing a fairly steep and snowy portion, I rested. The ascent to the cabin and the area where we were about to throw our tent took about three hours, but we were in no hurry and we took our time,
including stopping for lunch and sometimes just relaxing (as in the photo on the right). We reached the cabin and chose a place in the nearby meadow where we could throw our tent (each family had it of its own). So far, we haven't seen any grizzlies, but there's still time for that to happen. My biggest fear
in hiking in British Columbia was running into bears. Despite the fact that encounters between bears and humans in the bush are relatively rare, it does occur, and usually bears get out of there a little better than humans. Also, grizzly bears are considered much more dangerous than black bears - but I
also don't want to run inside. After throwing our tent, we wanted to use the rest of the light to climb to the top. Reaching the Summit As might be expected, there is quite a lot of snow on the summit. We reached the summit in less than thirty minutes. Our friends stayed in the tent area, watched over our
equipment, and waited for us to come back so they could go up and also put stones on the cairn. Paul and I put another stone in the cairn when we reached the top. The view from the top is spectacular. Looking in all directions there is nothing but mountains and forests. And it was a beautiful day too. But
perhaps the most enjoyable of the whole hike is the slide down from the top. yes, you're right. We climbed it a few times and then slid back down. My husband, Bob, and our son Paul slid to the top. So much fun! A Night on the Mountain There are a few things that make our evening a little more
interesting than hiking and other camping. First, there are hedgehogs in the outgoing house that gnaw on the walls inside for most of the night. We'll just start dropping off to sleep and gnawing will begin. After a few minutes, it will stop and we are sure that it will be quiet - but continue all night. Night. more
to the story about the hedgehog but I did not put it here because I did not see or hear it. However, my son did, and the story is here. We pitched our tents close by. You can see the top behind the tent. Our tent was the one in front with the blue rain shield - my son had just come in. Our friends' tent was
higher, peaking one and our friend walking beside him. Our friend Heidi's dog doesn't like that pesky hedgehog, nor does she care too much about all the other sounds and scents she hears and smells. He put between our two tents and periodically growled and/or barked all night. When she starts
growling, our friends will scold her: Heidi! Not! Stop! Needless to say, he didn't stop. Finally, he joined our friends in their tent. He became calmer then. Our tent pitched a bit of a incline and we also spent the night trying to avoid sliding down on top of each other. To Raven Lake We woke up a bit tired,
ready and ate our breakfast, took one more hike to the summit to see the view, and then came back to pack our gear and start our journey down. On the second morning we saw three grizzlies in the distance - probably a mother and her two children. They're far from us, but we can tell they're grizzlies.
Luckily, they travelled away from us. On this part of our journey, we are still seeing new terrain. Instead of going back down the Grizzly Den trail, we followed the Pats Pass to Raven Lake. We know that the Raven Lake trail [can be] very wet, slippery, and steep, especially in winter. The slopes opposite
raven lake cabin experience occasional avalanches. Walking across the trail to the lake is fairly easy, but going down from Lake Raven to the trailhead is very steep, down about 450 meters (1500 feet). the knees, no matter how old you are (and I'm glad that we hadn't climbed it the day before)! Once we
got to the trailhead for Raven Lake, we had to walk down the street to reach our car parked on the trailhead for Grizzly Den. An unforgettable journey and one that stays with me to this day.  Here is another personal article I have written about my life: ★ ★ ★ ★
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